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Abstract: Yeats’s work stresses the creation of multiple selves in his poetry and other
work. Yeats also revised obsessively, and the differences between versions of his
works are important in finding their meanings. The philosophical book A Vision is
especially many-faceted, emphasizing multiple aspects of the personality, stages of the
soul, and versions of historical and spiritual truth. A Vision is influenced by Yeats’s
small monograph Per Amica Silentia Lunae, a prose work that we can think of as
itself double-facing: the end of the romantic Yeats and the beginning of the modernist
Yeats. A Vision is itself two books. The differences between the two books (one
version published in 1925 and one in 1937) illustrate differences in Yeats’s work in
the 1920s and the 1930s. Each book points to itself as existing in one moment rather
than standing for atemporal truth. Recognizing A Vision as a book that is two books
also draws attention to the importance of this work as co-authored, in the sense that
it is the result of the occult collaboration between Yeats and his wife George.
Key words: Yeats, George Yeats, George Hyde Lees, A Vision (1925), A Vision (1937),
Per Amica Silentia Lunae
Author: Margaret Mills Harper is Glucksman Professor of Contemporary Writing in
English, University of Limerick, Ireland.
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제목: 예이츠의 두 개의 환상록
우리말 요약: 예이츠의 작업은 자신의 시와 다른 작품에서 다수의 자아의 창조를 강
조한다. 그는 또 집요하게 수정하기 때문에 작품의 의미를 찾는데 각기 다른 이 두
작품들 사이의 차이는 중요하다. 그의 철학적 저서 비전은 특히 다양한 면을 지니
며, 개성의 다양한 양상, 영혼의 단계, 역사적 정신적 진실의 여러 면을 강조한다. 비
전에는 낭만적 예이츠의 끝과 모더니스 예이츠의 시작이라는 이중적 양상으로 여길
수 있는 산문 작품, 친절한 달의 침묵이라는 소책자의 영향이 보인다. 비전 자체
도 두 버전이 있다. 1925년과 1935년에 발행된 이 두 책의 차이는 예이츠의 1920년
대와 1930년대의 작품의 차이를 보인다. 두 책은 시간을 초월한 진리를 나타내기 보
다는 각기 한 시기의 존재로 보게 한다. 두 권이 하나인 비전을 인정하는 것은, 이
책이 예이츠와 그의 부인 조지 사이의 자동기술의 결과라는 점에서, 공저라는 사실에
주목하게 한다.
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주제어: 예이츠, 조지 예이츠, 조지 하이드 리스, 비전(1925), 비전(1937), 친절한
달의 침묵
저자: 마가렛 밀즈 하퍼는 아일랜드 리머릭 대학교, 창작담당 그럭스먼 석좌 교수이다.
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Yeats was,

to use one of the terms he understood least well from A Vision,

a ‘multiple man’.1) I mean by this term a person who wore many masks and
played many roles. Yeats is also a multiple writer, in the sense that there are
many versions of much of his work. He revised obsessively and was keenly
aware of the importance of doing so. The stakes were high for him, as we
know. When we his readers find an interesting variant, we may have
stumbled on a new interpretation. But for Yeats, much more was implicated
in how he changed his poems, plays, and prose. As he famously declared, in
an often-quoted little bit of unpublished verse, ‘Those that have it I do
wrong, / Whenever I remake a song / Should know what issue is at stake: /
It is myself that I remake.’2)
Readers of Yeats should be well used to coping with multiple versions of
his poems and plays. The magisterial Cornell Yeats project, which will be
complete next year, presents in thirty-two volumes all extant versions of
Yeats’s poems and plays, from manuscript to last published version. Now that
we can watch his poems grow, often from first note or lists of words through
final polishing, it is nearly required for serious criticism to pay attention to
Yeats as a poet in motion, changing as the chameleon that he used as an
image for the title of part of his autobiography. Even for students, especially
in the United States, such attention is likely: James Pethica’s Norton Critical
Edition, which is designed as a textbook for use in the U.S., uses the
variants of poems that match their original dates of publication, so that the
chronological ordering accurately reflects Yeats’s poetic development rather
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than giving late versions of some poems next to other earlier ones. Similarly,
a number of the plays exist in several very different and equally interesting
forms.
This multiplicity of Yeatses presents a number of interesting difficulties,
many arising from the further fact that Yeats was also a poet intensely
interested in the idea of the self in poetry. He was convinced that his life’s
work would create a poet called Yeats, who would live beyond his body’s
life, immortal through fame as well as spiritual transformation.3) He began the
essay that was intended to introduce a famously never-completed complete
edition of his works with the claim that ‘A poet writes always of his
personal life’.4) Similarly, the concluding stanza of his poetic ‘will’, in the
poem ‘The Tower’, announces ‘Now shall I make my soul’ (VP 416). For
Yeats, such an undertaking was inherently dynamic, in that the self is never
internally consistent nor stable in any ontological sense. In the 1916 occult
treatise Per Amica Silentia Lunae, Yeats famously remarks that ‘We make out
of the quarrel with others, rhetoric, but out of the quarrel with ourselves,
poetry’ (LE 5). ‘The Tower’ ends not with an emphasis on the soul fully
constructed but on the matter of life disintegrating. Nothing that has had
meaning for the man remains, and he himself seems to fade away along with
his loves and desires. Notice that the poet resolves to ‘make’his soul, but by
the end of the poem he can only imagine the last sight of clouds or the last
call of a bird before the world disappears. It ‘fades’into the indistinctness of
a vanishing horizon and deepens into ‘shades’, a word that has means both
shadows and ghosts.
Now shall I make my soul,
Compelling it to study
In a learned school
Till the wreck of body,
Slow decay of blood,
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Testy delirium
Or dull decrepitude,

—

Or what worse evil come

The death of friends, or death
Of every brilliant eye

—

That made a catch in the breath
Seem but the clouds of the sky
When the horizon fades,
Or a bird’s sleepy cry

Among the deepening shades. (VP 416)

Beyond the many issues that arise from ‘self’ and ‘soul’ in any context,
such as the very construction of the western self or subject, and the
complexities inherent in the spiritual concept of the soul and its relation to
the mortal being and its immortal context, two additional philosophical
problems bedevil Yeats’s making and remaking his self or soul. One problem
has to do with perspective, a sort of Archimedes’ lever: if the point is to
create and understand a self, and that can only be done through a point of
view limited by that same self, how can progress be made? The second
problem is not perspectival but grammatical, I might say: a self is a noun, a
nominal and therefore static state, but if that concept is always changing, how
can that movement be captured in the mind?
My purpose today is to suggest a couple of ways that Yeats addressed

—

these issues in his philosophical treatise A Vision or rather, in the two books
that have the identical title, A Vision, and much of the same material. I want
to suggest that beyond the occult philosophy itself, the doubleness of the
book considered as a material object and a temporal process is also
meaningful. In other words, A Vision can make meaning by what it does as
well as what it says, what it is as well as what it contains. As physical item
and as genetic text, A Vision represents some of the conclusions to which
Yeats arrived in the many years during which he worked on this project.
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Actually, since the significations I want to assign to A Vision include a
questioning of the notion that certainty is possible from a single mind at a
single time, I hesitate to use the word ‘conclusion’, which of course comes
from the Latin verb claudere, meaning to close. Perhaps it would be better to
say that I find in the two versions of A Vision and in the process through
which it arrived an aperture, an opening, through which we can see some of
the aesthetic and spiritual issues that preoccupied Yeats from 1917 to the end
of his life.
These meanings begin to be apparent in 1917, when Yeats and George
Hyde Lees were married and began to receive mysterious messages from
what they believed to be worlds beyond the grave, and below their conscious
selves, through the medium of her automatic writing. It would also be
possible to set a beginning date in 1916, when Yeats published the little
treatise Per Amica Silentia Lunae. Per Amica contains two essays, one on the
idea of the anti-self or doubled spiritual personality, and one on the idea of
the Anima Mundi, the Soul of the World, a mysterious reservoir of recurring
memories and images. We might think of Per Amica as a lynchpin between
Yeats’s earlier thinking, with its emphases on masks and symbols, and the
philosophical ‘system’ of A Vision. Many concepts in A Vision are anticipated
in Per Amica, from the divisions of the personality and the great binaries of
the two Tinctures, Primary and Antithetical, to the ideas of Return for
individual souls after death and cycles in human history. The cover of the
first edition of Per Amica registers some of this in-between or doubled
quality. The design, by Yeats’s friend T. Sturge Moore, depicts a rose, one
of the most elaborated symbols in Yeats’s early work, but the image also
resembles a vortex, one of the two dominant symbols of A Vision, in its
coiling petals. Yeats’s famous rose, in other words, is moving from fin de
siècle evocation of eternal beauty to stark high modernist design, with an
emphasis on minimalist shape and line. The modernist sense is reinforced by
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the straight lines that form a frame around the rose and its thorny stem. The
frame is actually many frames, interlinked with each other, which lead the
eye inward to the main circle and vertical line of rose and stem. The image
gives a sense of three-dimensionality. Both frame and rose lead the eye into
the centre of a spiral or a receding picture. If we remember that this is the
cover of a book, we get the sense that to open the book is to enter that
rhythmic progression. To read, the cover intimates, is to go further and
further into something mystical.

The cover by Thomas Sturge Moore for Per Amica Silentia Lunae
The proofs for Per Amica would have been on Yeats’s desk in 1917
when he and George were married and they began their practice of automatic
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writing. The daily mediumistic sessions soon became years of mutual
explorations of the messages received in the automatic script and other
methods such as ‘sleeps’. These explorations soon became attempts by W. B.
to draft a book. After much work, that book was published on 15 January
1926 (though the date given on the title page is 1925). This first edition of
A Vision contains a hidden doubled perspective in that although W. B.
composed the actual words, both he and George Yeats may be considered
authors. That he considered both of them to be responsible for the book may
be indicated by the inscription he wrote in her personal copy, using her
nickname Dobbs in a gesture of intimacy: ‘To Dobbs in memory of all
tribulations when we were making this book / W.B. Yeats’ (my italics).5)
That she thought so too may be demonstrated by an exchange of letters from
August 1924, when he was trying desperately to complete the manuscript. He
wrote that he could not be ‘at rest’ until it was done, and she replied that

—

‘You ought to finish the Book on October 24th Then it will be exactly 7
years since we started it’ (W. B. Yeats and George Yeats: The Letters, 13536). Seven years earlier, 24 October 1917, was the date on their honeymoon
when they began the automatic script.
I have long been interested in the implications of A Vision being the
product of two authors: one who was a young man in the latter decades of
the nineteenth century and one who came of age in the first decades of the
twentieth, one a famous poet and one a woman who resisted public life, one
from a family of Anglo-Irish merchants and clergy and one raised in England
in a slightly bohemian circle in upper-middle class England. In fact, the
book’s authorship is more complicated than these dualities. In the automatic
script, both W. B. and especially George Yeats have several ‘selves’. He is
alternately questioner and writer; she is her ‘daily self’ as well as someone
the script calls ‘the medium’ and later ‘the interpreter’. Both W. B. and
George are also influenced by many facets of their own subconscious
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—

personalities, their ‘daimons’or spiritual selves, and their spiritual ancestors
6)

not to mention the spirits who crowd into their conversations.

This sense of doubled authorship is present in the discourse of the
published book as well. It is one effect of the large body of framing material
that introduces the philosophy. In the 1925 book, introductory essays and
letters recount discussions about who among three possible authors should
write the book that follows (Yeats wins this toss), and then give an elaborate
tale of Arab tribes and occultism from the European Renaissance.
The first A Vision also gives the sense that it is incomplete because in
fact it is incomplete, in the sense that Yeats felt he did not fully understand
the philosophy by the time he forced himself to finish the book. As he
writes in A Packet for Ezra Pound, part of the framing material for the 1937
version, he was filled with ‘shame’ at the failures of the 1925 book. The
communicators had extracted from him a promise not to read philosophy
while they were giving the Yeatses information through automatic methods,
but ‘[w]hen the proof sheets came’ from the publisher, he ‘felt myself
relieved from my promise’ and began to read voraciously in mainstream as
well as occult philosophy, religion, and art history. To some degree, this
course of study was successful: he writes, ‘the more I read the better did I

–

understand what I had been taught’ (AVB 19 20). Eventually, he worked on
new sections of prose to replace parts of the book with which he was
unsatisfied, always with George Yeats and the spirit communicators in the
background of his research and composition. When he had difficulties, they
conducted sessions of automatic writing to ask for help. I suspect also that
W. B. and George had hours of discussion about the process, though these
are not recorded.
At any rate, a second, very different book was published eleven years
later, in 1937. This second edition is the one that most people have read, if
they have read A Vision. It is the one used for translations, including the
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beautiful new translation into Korean by Ranjong Young Suck Rhee. It is
considerably longer than the first edition, and it is much smoother in
presentation. Its voice is more confident and open, less allusive and occult. It
is a product of the politically troubled 1930s, while the 1920s book has the
feel of the 1920s and a modernist aesthetic. We might say that the 1937 A
Vision trades revelation for explication. Correspondingly, it was also much
more widely available. The first A Vision was published by a small publisher
in an expensive limited edition of 600 copies, to almost no critical attention.
In 1937, thousands of copies were printed by Macmillan of London and then
Macmillan of New York, Yeats’s trade publishers, and the book was widely
reviewed. Furthermore, there is the general principle at work: readers are used
to the notion that a corrected second version of something is an improved
product from an incomplete first try.
However, I would argue that it is vital to remember that there are two
Visions. The book itself partakes of its philosophy that divides always into
two and stresses change, just as it also mirrors its multiple authorship. The
hourglass figure that is one of the two principal symbols of the book (here
reproduced in the illustration of how it operates in history) is both double,
meaning that it is always two cones or gyres, and in motion. One cone
widens as the other contracts, the dynamic movement that Yeats describes as
‘all things dying each other’s life, living each other’s death’ (AVA 152; AVB
68, 271). Just so, A Vision itself is double and in motion. It always wants to
argue with itself (knowing, of course, that it exists within the oppositional
system). It also presents itself as imperfect, a thing of its moment rather than
a fixed truth that exists outside of time and change.
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The Historical Cones (AVA 147; AVB 266)
If we are thinking of A Vision as a work intended to reflect its moment
in time, we may notice, for example, that the historical period for the 1925
text was Phase 22, in which ‘ambition and contemplation are balanced (AVA
29; AVB99). In the language of the system, this Phase is one of the cardinal
directions of the wheel, in which the Tinctures shift, the exhaustion of the
Antithetical causing it to yield to the growing Primary. Will and Body of
Fate are identical, as are Mask and Creative Genius. This is the end of
something, when desire and logic yield the same result, when drive finds its
motive in the lack of drive, the satisfaction with what is. The 1925 A Vision
aims itself forward in time, hoping to transmit to its audience a sense of
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possibility deriving from the transcendent moment of revelation. The 1937
book, however, is what the system would call out of phase, when that
revelatory moment of Phase 22 is being rewritten in Phase 23. When Phase
23 is out of phase, according to A Vision, there is a sense that ‘The clock
has run down and must be wound up again’ (AVA 80; AVB 164). Thus, the
1937 text projects itself backward and tries to undertake a harsher business; it
is much more retrospective. Yeats presents himself as an old man who is ill
at ease with his time.
To some degree, in fact, we can read Yeats’s career from the time he
began his long adventure with the system of A Vision as being increasingly
interested in arguing the point that is appropriate for the moment at hand, not
building a case for eternal truths. Before 1917, we might say, Yeats aims at
absolutes, whether of art, love, Irishness, or the supersensual world. After the
system became integrated with his thinking, even poems that seem to stress
the importance of eternal truths, like the famous ‘monuments of unageing
intellect’ or the soul’s own ‘magnificence’ in ‘Sailing to Byzantium’, are not
evoking things that are presumed to exist outside their small part in the
larger picture. If we read closely, we can see that the play with verbal mood
in this poem indicates provisionality. The title is a gerund and the first
stanzas are dominated by present-tense indicative forms, including the
dominant use of the verb ‘to be’, emphasizing the present moment. The third
stanza is for the most part an apostrophe directed at ‘sages standing in God’s
holy fire’, and the fourth stanza is in future tense, with an added impulse of
willed action brought about by the very subtle verb ‘shall’ (‘Once out of
nature I shall never take / My bodily form from any natural thing’). This
pointed ‘shall’ has something of a simple future tense but also something of
sense 11 of the definition in the Oxford English Dictionary, that is, ‘In
clauses expressing the purposed result of some action, or the object of a
desire, intention, command, or request’ (2nd edition [online], s.v. ‘shall’). The
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final line of the poem, ‘what is past, or passing, or to come’, re-emphasizes
the importance of temporality to this vision. That last line also echoes an
earlier trio of temporal states, from the first stanza, ‘Whatever is begotten,
born, and dies’ (VP 407-408), a reiteration that additionally underscores the
sense here that temporality is crucial. In other words, these monuments are
anything but eternal: they are products of an old man’s struggle against
mortality.
Not only is this scene imagined when the poet is at one phase of his
life, but it is also located at one historical Phase as described in A Vision.
We can tell that A Vision is behind the poem by the choice of Byzantium as
the imagined city. In A Vision, Byzantium has a special relationship with
Phase 15, halfway through both the Primary and the Antithetical cones and
thus representing a moment of equal tension between opposing forces and the
binaries of material and spiritual life. (Note that in the diagram of the
Historical Cones, each triangle, indicating a gyre, reaches a halfway point at
560 AD. This is meant to refer to the emperor Justinian I, who reigned from
527 to 565 CE). In A Vision (in a section that occurs in both versions of the
book), Yeats writes of this moment:
I think if I could be given a month of Antiquity and leave to spend it
where I chose, I would spend it in Byzantium a little before Justinian
opened St Sophia and closed the Academy of Plato. I think I could find in
some little wine shop some philosophical worker in mosaic who could
answer all my questions, the supernatural descending nearer to him than to
Plotinus even, for the pride of his delicate skill would make what was an
instrument of power to princes and clerics, a murderous madness in the
mob, show as a lovely flexible presence like that of a perfect human body.
I think that in early Byzantium, maybe never before or since in recorded
history, religious, aesthetic and practical life were one, and that architect
and artificers spoke . . . to the multitude and the few alike. The painter
and the mosaic worker, the worker in gold and silver, the illuminator of
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Sacred Books were almost impersonal, almost perhaps without the
consciousness of individual design, absorbed in their subject matter and that
the vision of a whole people. (AVA 158-59; AVB 279-80).

In other words, eternity comes into contact with the world of time in this
one moment. Aware that ‘Sailing to Byzantium’ did not give the effect he
had intended, Yeats followed it with ‘Byzantium’, which links more explicitly
the miraculous moment midway between life and death for the poet and the
historical moment in this era when a similar impossible conjunction occurs.
I mentioned at the outset of this paper that Yeats was a ‘multiple man’.
As I conclude, I need to clarify this assertion. According to the system,
Yeats was a man of Phase 17, the Daimonic Man, not Phase 26, the
Hunchback or Multiple Man. In fact, Yeats had great difficulty understanding
Phase 26, where the soul struggles with disillusionment and loss as it realises
itself in abandonment of its hopes and ‘stands in the presence of a terrible
blinding light’ (AVA 91; AVB 179). My attribution of multiplicity to Yeats
comes from a reading of his work, of course, the complexity of a great poet
who threw himself into the difficulties and possibilities of his time with
unusual power. Yet it is worthwhile to ponder an intimate and ongoing
relation that he did have with this Phase. That relation came, as did the
system itself, through his wife. George Yeats was a woman of Phase 18, the
last Phase at which Unity of Being is possible. At Phase 18, the faculty
called Body of Fate is from the 26th Phase. In other words, according to the
system, George Yeats’s fate was a multiple man. Like others of her Phase,
her Body of Fate or destiny was to learn to ‘love what disillusionment gave’
(AVA 67; AVB 147). Much could be said on this topic, but perhaps that
should remain for further discussion.
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Notes
1) The ‘system’ of occult philosophy outlined in A Vision has as one of its two reigning symbols a
circle or wheel divided into twenty-eight numbered segments representing lunar phases. According
to the system, the Phases are used to describe human personality, history, and states of the
afterlife, among other things. Each of the four Faculties into which each Phase is divided is also
located at a particular Phase. When describing human personality, Phase 26 is called the
Hunchback or ‘The Multiple Man’. See A Vision (1925), 29, 89; A Vision (1937), 99, 179.
Henceforward I abbreviate these two books AVA and AVB. For those wishing to understand the
system in depth, by far the best resource is the web site created by Neil Mann.
2) The Variorum Edition of the Poems, 778, henceforward abbreviated as VP.
3) See Hazard Adams for an extended effort to trace this poet as he is created from poem to poem
throughout Yeats’s oeuvre.
4) ‘A General Introduction for My Work’, reprinted in Later Essays, 204. Henceforward I abbreviate
this volume as LE.
5) The Yeats family donated the library of W. B. and George Yeats to the National Library of
Ireland. For contents, see catalogues by the National Library, Edward O’Shea, and Wayne C.
Chapman. This copy is number 366 of the 600 copies printed; 2433a in O’Shea’s numbering.
6) For details, see my Wisdom of Two.
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